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For those who may have dozed off: Religion equals war; without it there would be no armed
conflict--especially not in the Middle East. Another awkwardness for Scott is the fact that his protagonist,
Balian, is on the losing side of all the military engagements he takes part in: In his first battle, his men are
routed and he is captured; in the second, he surrenders. A fight ensues and Godfrey is shot with an arrow.
Scott bolsters these by allowing him to prevail in a couple of individual battles--the fight over the horse, an
encounter with Templar assassins sent to kill him--but these victories still fall rather short of the kind of
historic manliness everyone in the film keeps ascribing to him. I wondered if perhaps Scott was evading the
issue. Lest anyone fail to get the point, the priest is also a thief, having stolen a crucifix from her body.
Popular Blog Posts. Save more money for the future. After shipwreck on the Levantine coast, Balian soon
proves himself a superior knight as fighter and noble idealist in the loyal service of leper king Baldwin, whose
pragmatic right hand, the count of Tiberias, fails to convince Balian the ruthless knight Reynald de Chatillon
and his traitorous master, candidate-heir to the throne Guy de Lusignan must be stopped by all means before
they plunge the crusade kingdom in a fatal war against the noble, militarily far superior Saracen king Saladin.
Ghassan Massoud and Alexander Siddiq are equally convincing in their respective Saracen roles, giving their
characters dignity and virtue. Balian hopes to gain forgiveness and redemption for himself and his wife in
Jerusalem. Where do you see yourself in the next 10 years? He became the 1 st. His companions all die along
the way: Some including Godfrey succumb to wounds suffered in defending Balian from capture; the rest
perish in a shipwreck. Balian, a village blacksmith in France, discovers he is the illegitimate son of Sir
Godfrey Liam Neeson. Nor do thousands of charging horses look brand new to me, and the hand-to-hand
combat looks uncannily like all other hand-to-hand combat. This fact alone is a sign that I am entering a new
stage in my life and makes me wonder where I have to see myself. Worse, he uses the same bewildering,
overly stylized effects that so muddied the fights in Gladiator, alternating between quick cuts and slo-mo with
such promiscuity that one rarely knows whose blood it is hurtling toward the camera. It questions the role of
religion, or more particularly religious dogma and tradition, in everyday life and society. The Christian forces
in the Holy Land grew weak You'd think people would be killed almost by accident in the middle of a
thousand sword-swinging madmen, but every encounter is broken down into a confrontation between a victor
and a vanquished. In , Balian Orlando Bloom , a French blacksmith, is haunted by his wife's recent suicide.
Therefore, I have lower resistance to these two areas. Shortly thereafter, a pair of Arabs try to take the horse
from him. The suggestion appears to be that a system of morality is possible without basis in religion indeed at
one point it is even suggested that Jesus himself might not recognise the values upheld in his name. It's an odd
conception of an epic hero, but one that flows from the movie's implicit contention that the only justified
killing is killing in self-defense, that any larger justification--love, God, country--is a lie and a trap. Who, after
all, wants to see a rousing war epic without any war? Theres a lot of ideas you can get to compare and contrast
yourself with the two siblings in just the reason of pair of shoes. Naturally I see myself as an aspiring
executive working towards organizations goals and taking ownership of my achievements. I am so eagerto
strive more harder just to be mine what I exactly needed. Saladin Ghassan Massoud leads a Muslim army
against them, and Balian eventually surrenders the city to him. Would you view this as his last dying wishes or
a blessing that a father can give a son? For compelling stories of good-versus-evil these days we have to
venture into space or a fantastical past, where we can find Sith or Nazgul in clear need of smiting. What Scott
seems to be suggesting, I think, is that most Christians and Muslims might be able to coexist peacefully if it
were not for the extremists on both sides. Within Star Wars: A New Hope and Return of the Jed, archetypes
exist that exemplify the theme that good can triumph over evil through perseverance. There must have been
some other cause such as, for instance, the Remember that a knight is a status quo and only a knight of noble
blood can dub another knight. In this story behind the movie, tour Jerusalem and meet some of the people who
live there. As Godfrey passes his sword to his son, he also passed on that sacred oath: to protect the helpless,
safeguard the peace, and work toward harmony between religions and cultures, so that a kingdom of heaven
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can flourish on earth. We must appreciate it perfectly and enjoy it while its in our hands until it last.


